WHY DO YOU CREATE?
Vote for your favourite piece in the exhibition by November 29.
Winners will be announced on November 30.

How to vote:
Follow us on Facebook and like the image of your favourite
piece, email your choice to exhibits@visualartsmississauga.com,
or come in person to vote at the ballot box.
One vote per person.

Here Comes The Sun by Benjamin Guidolin
Why do we create? We all have a muse that inspires us, be it a person or an abstract. In my case, my inspiration has been music.
Whether it was the Brandenburg concertos or “Roll Over Beethoven”, I am inspired by music and creates to it. Music is a constant
thread that leads me to my next experience in life. I choose to reflect that by painting what I hear, see, and feel. In this painting we
have a mix of the modern music scene with both past artist George
Harrison, and current YouTube artist Gabriella Quevedo, whose rendition of “Here Comes The Sun” inspired me.

Feelings by Corina Rosenberg
Since Corina Rosenberg arrived in Canada, Year after year, she has
participated at numerous juried and group exhibitions, Rosenberg has
contributed to the artistic multitudes and creativity in our diverse
community.
The artwork entitled “Feelings” is a tribute to the winter vibrant
feelings.

I create because the process of creation is absolutely beautiful. I think
about Creation as a form of art. It expresses and applies human skill
and imagination to a visual form. Color and form embrace the spirit of
creation, give meaningful essence to our feelings and thoughts.

“ Misty Realms” by ecmunson
Why do I create? I catch my breath, pull the car over, grab my cell
phone, breathless at the view; or the shutters in their eyes open,
features soften, and suddenly they are fully “there”, not hiding.
I am transfixed by mystery and the unknowable in the landscapes that anchor us and with the emotional essences in our intimate
landscapes.
Images haunt me as shapes emerge, whether in a darkroom, on
slide film, or in a digital form. Sensing the ephemeral but enduring,
hidden in plain view, pulls me forward into a picture.
Something inside of me quickens, I feel it, and need to play with its
possibilities. Most of all, I want to share its evocative power so people
marvel, wonder, and feel awe at the beauty of our lands and truth of
our inner relation-scapes.

Journey by Hanan Brailowski
Hanan Brailowski’s painting “Journey” portrays a flock of birds connect
to what inspires the artist in many different ways. Birds have always
been a popular artistic muse because of their fascinating patterns that
they seem to create in the air. They have aesthetic diversity and they
inspire Brailowski to find new innovative ways to capture their unique
shapes, patterns, and distinctive silhouettes. Birds continue to inspire
high sky creativity for the symbols, they represent like freedom in
exploring new areas. In addition, birds have mystical qualities that
affect the areas of the world that they’re in.

The Boy in the Man by Lydia S. Swanson
My paintings are a personal narrative of the lives of family and friends.
Mixed media allows me the freedom to manipulate photographs using
a variety of materials and techniques to tell an intimate story. I choose
colours that will emulate the emotions I feel the painting wants to
share with the observer. My paintings invite the observer to take a
closer look into the painting for images and messages that tell a
personal story about the people in the painting.

The Gift by Marissa Tamari
One of my fondest memory when I was a child is when my father
tucked me into bed. Instead of reading a book he would pull out a
piece of paper and pen and would draw a dragon before my eyes. For
me it was purely magical. The ability to take nothing and turn it into
something wonderful always amazed me. And I can say that it was a
very happy moment for myself, so much so that I continued the
magic. When you have the gift to brighten someone’s day, to fill a
house with laughter, to create fond memories with others it is
priceless. This is why I create and this is what inspires me. Spread
happiness, spread peace, spread hope, and most of all spread love.
~ A portrait of my daughter holding on to the gift. Passed from one
generation to another.

Autumn Gold by Rose Ann Vita
Rose Ann Vita creates because she is carried into a different space and
time zone when absorbed in the creative process. She rediscovered
her passion for art during cancer treatments when suddenly gifted
with free time. Now she discovers dreams. She discovered her life
force. She is always thinking about colours . . . She has a coffee cup
that says,
“You may think that I am listening to you but in my mind I am
painting.”
And it is true!

Climate Change by Stephanie Schirm
Stephanie Schirm’s sense of design as a starting point in any of her
creations has been a constant throughout her career. How the subject
kisses the edge of the page turns her on, and the bold colour play
which is the key element of her style. Most recently Schirm’s desire to
create pleasing studies has ended to be replaced by bring to life emotional expression of the human condition.

Fantasy by Vibha Malhotra
"Why do I create?” The magic and beauty of colours and their interaction with
each other creates joy in my heart and soul. When Vibha Malhotra is painting she
feel truly happy and in her element. She often paint from a meditative state. She
has a special connection with colours, nature and space. They stand out to her and
when she closes her eyes, vivid magnificent combination of colours present themselves, inspiring her to put them on canvas. It’s a connection with the ultimate and
this process rejuvenates her to face the challenges of life. She has always found
herself doodling and drawing different shapes, nature and abstracts. As a child,
she could play with water colours for hours. She would create her own palettes of
numerous shades and was perpetually fascinated by the exchange and blending of
colours. The practical requirements of daily life and raising three sons kept her
away from play for a long time. Now, as the nest empties and life slows down, she
has returned to her old passion and found it intact, waiting. In the year 2000, she
took my first art course in the evening at Sheridan collage. The artist also received
great pleasure in sharing her art with family and friends. Their appreciation and
encouragement gives her work meaning and has given her the confidence to pursue her art further. A few sales in the last two years have humbled her and
brought immense joy to see others display something that came through her
hands.

Passion by Zhu Han
Zhu Han attempt to use acrylic to express the joys in one’s life and the
constant desires to better one’s life

MAKE SURE TO VISIT THE EXHIBITION
NOVEMBER 19 - DECEMBER 2, 2018 at The VAM Gallery
VAM will host Why do you create? an exhibition that asks artists what inspires them to get creative. Is it a person, place, or thing? These artists are contributing to the conversation among artists and artisans in the City
about their creative process.
Visual Arts Mississauga is located at
4170 Riverwood Park Lane
Mississauga, ON L5C 2S7
Main Tel: 905-277-4313

